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1. Generally, to describe a noun, we don't use more than 2 or 3 Adjectives.
❏ True
❏ False

2. My dad is ___ man.
❏ an old sweet
❏ a sweetest
❏ a sweet old

3. Jenny had a ___ in her hair yesterday.
❏ nice pink bow
❏ pink nice bow
❏ bow nice pink

4. My hair is long and ___.
❏ curly
❏ smart
❏ slim

5. I have three balls. This red ball is the ___.
❏ littlest
❏ smallest
❏ most little

6. There is not an established order to be respected when we use many Adjectives in a
sentence.
❏ True
❏ False

7. They grew up in ___ house in Peru.
❏ a comfortable, little
❏ a little, comfortable
❏ a comfortable little

8. She lost a ___ .
❏ small black cat
❏ cat small black
❏ black small cat

9. Peter drives a bright yellow sports car. It's very ___.
❏ wild
❏ short
❏ fast

10. Give me the ___ cup.
❏ plastic big green
❏ big green plastic
❏ big plastic green

11. This is the ___ book I’ve ever read.
❏ longest
❏ longer
❏ most long

12. When the Adjective depends on the verb, it is written…
❏ ...before it
❏ ...after it
❏ ...at the beginning of the sentence

13. This is the ___ movie I've ever seen.
❏ most excited
❏ most exciting
❏ most excitable

14. I bought ___ apples.
❏ great some big
❏ big great some
❏ some great big

15. Today, the weather's going to be ___.
❏ less
❏ warm
❏ red

Correct Answers on final page.

Correct Answers
1. True
2. a sweet old
3. nice pink bow
4. curly
5. smallest
6. False
7. a comfortable little
8. small black cat
9. fast
10. big green plastic
11. longest
12. after it
13. most exciting
14. some great big
15. warm
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